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This, thesis has been submitted in partial fulfillment of 
requirements for an advanced degree at the IJniversity of 
Arizona and is deposited in the Library to be made avail- 
able to borrowers under the rules' of the LibraryV Brief 
quotations from this thesis are allowable without special 
permission3 provided that accurate acknowledgment of source 
■ is-' made» Bequests for permission for extended quotation 
from or reproduction of this manuscript in whole or in 
part 5 including its pictures * may be granted by the head 
of the major department or the dean of the Graduate College 
when in their judgment the proposed use of the;material is 
in the interests of scholarship0 In all other instances? 
however? permission must be; obtained from the author0, r
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THE PROJECT

,e It: seems certain that every painter must concern himself 
.■■v-.'/:;,with the prohlem of the plastic arrangement and the inter- 
;■ play of colored forms in the dimensions with which he is ,
workings The merit of any painting within any style 'Is ' 
ultimately determined by the solution of the problem of 
space organfgetiono - - ; : ;t :v ■ ■, '■■: /'

It has occurred to me that at this stage of my de= 
veldpment as a painter the, so termed, non-objective style 
of painting, would allow me.to be more inventive in the ^

• handling of form and color than any other0 Any manner of 
■ painting in the realm of realism, however subjective the 

approach- might.be,'demands that one be more faithful to ■ 
natureo At- the offset, then, a limitation is thereby im
posed upon the artist 0 ; ■: .
f‘ . 1 believe -that working in a manner which releases me 
for a time from the limitations of the representation of 
‘nature will give me valuable experiences to enable me to 
carry my painting forward. A painter does not necessarily 
arrange his future in art but one experience evolves into 
another and each points a new way for the artist to ex
press himself and to arrive at what he considers to - be the ; - 
total statement of his painting life* ■



; VITA V  ̂A .' -y;V , :

The guidance I received as a child was; primarily re- 
sponsible for my interest in aril Materials were provided 
me and I was encouraged to draw? -paint 9 and. model In clay
from a very early age* % e n  I entered high school in: ' • - . . ' " . - - - ' - ■ • . 1 •• 1 - ' ' . ■ -■Owatonna? Minnesota? the Owatonna.Art Project had been in 
existance for two years and I began my first formal train
ing under the Ziegfeld brothers, Ernest.and Edwinc

By the time I graduated from high school in 1939$ I 
had made my decision to follow ar career in art. : I came to 
the University of Arizona and enrolled in the Gollege of 
Fine Arts in the fall of 19391 The darkened state of world 
affairs -in September? 1939 9 had become of great concern to 
me and. 1 began to wonder about my future and the way I 
would ultimately become involved.®; The .instability of the 
situation effected my work adversely and in June of 19^1 1 
left school after making a distinctly poor record*

I returned to Minnesota for the summer where I worked 
on a cement mixer crew of a highway . construction gang * At 
the end of the summer I was engaged as a chauffeur to drive

I* Melvin Haggerty? "Art a Way of Eife?,i Social 
Science Pamphlets vol» 9* A discussion of the philosophy 
and aims of the projecta . !
, 2* Ernest Ziegfeld, Edwin Ziegfeld% directors of the
project on the local level from the university of Minnesota



an invalided woman to Eos Angeles«,. ; Shen that job had ter
minated I secured a job at Lockheed Aircraft Corporation and 
remained there until 1 enlisted in the Navy in June,/ 1942=,, 

When I. was-discharged from the Saval service at the 
end of nearly four years? I had done no painting and. very 
little of any activity which could be said to contribute; to' 
my artistic development during a period:totaling approxi
mately five years e Hy desire to follow a career in- art? 
dormant all these years, began to manifest.itself again«
I was. however? marri ed and had a child by thls time;and 1 

questioned the fairness to them of beginning all over again0 
Nevertheless? my wife encouraged my desire, to return to 
school and in September, 19%, I re-entered the university 
of Arizona, My experience and maturity, coupled with new 
.responsibilities caused me to have a much more serious at
titude toward my work than previously, . I threw myself 
wholeheartedly into- my studies , determined that I would 
make the most of a second chance, : . i . ;/

When 1 received my Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in 
January, 191+9 $ I began my graduate work with the same en- -■ 
thusiasm,: I had by now decided to become an art teacher.
At the time school re-opened in the Fall it was my good ' 
fortune to be appointed the Graduate. Assistant in the Art 
Department of the university Of Arizona, I acted in that 
capacity, while continuing my.graduate studies, until 
June,.1950= My association with the faculty of the Art 
Department was one of the most stimulating and rewarding



experiences and I would like to express appreciatipn for the 
opportunity:of working with and leafning from its'memberso 

It was during the course of this appointment that I 
was given my first chance to do some teaching as well as - 
individual, tutoring of members of the art history classeso 
I feel that this year was ■ one of the most significant of 
my life in terms of my future6

Since leaving the bnifefsity 1 have been teaching art 
at the King City Union High School in King City $ California0 
I have painted whenever I have had the opportunity9 although 
the demands on the time of a small town teacher are many0 
I anticipated5, with enthusiasm^ returning to the University 
to engage in this project which I believe has served to re
fresh my painting methods and philosophy0 I have a; place ' 
to work at home almost completed and. I expect to continue 
my artistic development with renewed intensity,,



^EEIEOSOPHt

Wile there can be no attempt made in this study to 
evaluate the place cf non-objective painting- in the general 
picture of art expression^ it does become necessary to dis- . 
cuss it briefly, and to defend it to some extent^ having •
chosen to work in this general area of paintlngc .

: : ... There are those who decry non-objectism as a dead end ■ v
in painting« , It;has been declared by EOotk^ ambng others, 
.that it is a style which; unable to continue forward5 is 
now feeding on itself« It is true5 the ever.present danger ' 
to non-objectivism is that it may become sterile and .
theory^bound to the poiht of becoming de-humanizedo This 5 ;
however^ is only in the hands of some.(Mondrian’s preoccu
pation with the r.ight-: angle and the relationships of straight 
lines to one another)/ . - ;; ;.r t f V- 1

Mondrian; and Kandinsky in his later period; did tend 
. to over intelleetualize their work.and as a consequence one: 
does feel the lack of emotion in the conception of those 
works as well asinthe observation of them0 Non-objective 
art at its best; however; is a distinct visual adventure arid 
; is capable of evokihg a tremendbus emotional■response in the

lo Samuel Kootz9 Mew Frontiers in American Painting<1 .
pp.>9-53. . k, -- ; /■: . . V

■ 2o Maurice Raynal̂ . Modern Painting q rpo 228e



observer who is prepared to participate,in/that adventured 
The intellectually adventurous observer of pictures'is.one 
who delights in being given the opportunity of having his : 
visual senses arouseds He can many times discover some 
secret and personal meaning for himself in non-representa- 
tional pictures» A completely representational piece of 
painting all too frequently is but a:recording of a memory 
whereas its opposite? though requiring an active state of in
quiry and. participation on the part of the observer? is a 
living thirig and a creafiva-object on its own termsg paint 
and canvas» One certainly has the right to question that 
non-objective art is the only valid expression in painting =
I am not convinced that it is? but it is- a worthwhile and : . 
completely honest means of :expression:and it will very 
likely continue to influence many painters and serve as a 
point of departure into new directions in painting = . ; : 

Historically? the non-objecfive manner is not new0 
It seems to have originated with the Russian pioneers? 
Kandinsky? Malevich? Jawlinsky? Larionov? and others=3 
Many artists in France, and Germany allied themselves with 
the movement for various periods of time during their paint
ing lives? as did several Americanso Since the close of the 
Second World War ? non™representational art has , shown an up
trend ,in both.Europe and America0 Several painters recently 
have made brief trips into the non-objective or nearly



completely abstract manner and 5 even thought they may have 
rejected it as a means for their statements it has been a; • 
decided influence on their styles of painting« Expression-t 
ists seem to have been able to make Use of many, precepts of 
non-objectlye style in the handling of negative:areas in 
their paintings to heighten the emotional impact0

Of great importance to painters Is the.study of the % " 
history of arty especially of modern art? which seems in: 
many respects to contain the synthesis of art history from 
the beginning of recorded time4 It manifests all the gains 
in: art through the centuries and reyeals to the young :
student that the breath of life in painting is unvaryingly ' 
maintained by the experimenters« and, through the use of ■ 
their discoveriess by intelligent artists- who- are able to 
sift - the gains and apply, them personal ly ■> Forward pr ogre ss :
; is thus evident o - ? ' v y' t : . :"g - ■ ;

y The old naitufalism and objective realism died a hard • 
death at the time of the invention of the mechanical re
cording instrument ? the camera 0 The ghpst of .natufallsm 
has s of coursepersisted even" to this day„ The naturalists 
still clatter, loudly on our gallery walls, apparently un- . ..
aware of their true relationship to time, but it is be- '
doming apparent that they are fighting a losing battles 
When hatUralism, or objectivism, is honestly analyzed, it
seems to be evident that it, rather than the non-objective,
is the truly unreal statement0 It is completely imitative . 
in its attempt to conjure up a mirror-like vision of nature0



a

Tlie naturalists try to show us an atmospheric9 three- 
dimensional nature on a canvas whichis limited to two di
mensions by using the substance of paint to heighten- that 

 ̂ allusion*•' Hature^ too, is chaotic. and disordered in the ': .
:: first place, and complete faithfulness to her is a foolish 
t attempt at achieving the impossible« it becomes the duty of 

the artist to make an ordered statement based on nature as a 
departure pointe He must collect all the forms and motifs

■ which are Useful to him and discard the multitude of ‘others
- which will serve him no purpose in creating a new nature
- the nature of his painting= The picture will be a creation . 
•of forms which are sensed in nature„

■ How, as has been suggested, .there are other'styles of 
painting which, are still creative and, though imitative in '

■ ; , part, transcend a camera-like observation0; Abstraction,
used in its correct sense, is a distillation of nature0 It 
is proposed as a highly personal reaction to' the artist’s 
visual stimuli set down graphically according to what it 

' means to himo It is a wedding of nature and the creative
processo Its validity is due to its .being a personal ex
pression instead of a detached observationo The giant in 
any field of creative effort is the man who can rise above 
the commonplace Into a personal expression by- communicating, 
with a.high sense ;of selectivity, the impact nature makes

- • . Although abstract and non-objective art appear to be
. alike in many respects, there is at least one major -



difference* The, process of creation of an abstract painting 
is from the exterior3 or the real objects^ toward an analysis 
of the fundamental structure of the objects in terms of 
planes2 contours5 colors, and textures0 It may even show 
views of the object which are actually hidden from the line 
of sight* All of these elements are set down in a highly 
organized and plastic manner so as to imply a certain type of 
realism or the suggestion of the fundamental characteristics 
of the whole object* Hon=-objective painting works from the 
other end, that is to say, from the complete imagination, or 
the:mental image existing only in the mind of the artist, to 
the canvas where the image is built up plastically into a ■ 
picture that is related to nothing but itself0 It may sug
gest a multitude of forms and ideas to the observer, but the 
associations have not been predetermined by the artist* In 
this sense non-objective painting is pure painting or pure 
abstraction and has often been compared with absolute music=V 
Although, ordinarily, the original conception of the two 
methods differ, the results sometimes are in reverse to each 
other* Abstractions have continued to the point of complete 
non-objectivity and at times a non-objective continues to 
the'point where some part of it reveals something specific
to the artist and he carries it through the barrier of non- 
objectivity to abstractiono
• ;  Sound academic training in the realistic manner is

4* . Wassily Kandinsky, On the Spiritual in Art, pp* 28-30,



indisponsible to a painter® It is to art. what scales and 
harmony exercises are to music 0 To know the mechanics of ; 
painting and the nature of the artist 6s materials is certainly 
:essential to the student0 : He can perceive certain; precepts■ 
concerning color harmony5 the qualities of paint ? and the 
underlying abstract structure common to all good painting 
working within the;limitations of academic painting ® But it 
is in the nature of an exercise and? if it becomes habit -;
■ fbrmingY the young student has surely sounded his artistic 
death knell* He will become enslaved to imitation and the . 
display of technical virtuosity and will have overlooked 
the responsibilities of a creative person® -

The study of art: history is as indispensible to the ; . 
student as is a solid academic foundation® It provides the 
painter with a spirit of ihvestigation and a basic knowledge 
of the chronological growth of art expression® Reading it 
ought also to serve as a great source of comfort and inspi
ration to him because it is a story full of hope and steady : 
forward progress®. It depicts the spiritual universality of 
all generations of artists and their impressions of their 
times® , ; ■ /i;/ ; - -f/l: w :

The artist can scarcely avoid being a clue to his time 
even though his contemporaries often misunderstand, dislike, 
and belittle his work®;. This lack of acceptance is many times 
understandable because contemporary expressions are more 
difficult to evaluate, not. having had the benefit of time 
and hindsightI but the :tendency to condemn all that is,new
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because it is.: therefore unfamiliar9 is all too commone The 
Chinese have a sayings: '’Most people look-at art with their
ears'1 = : In other words, many persons are not willing to fake 

' the time to understand certain artworks which have a meaning , 
not instantly apparent to them because another person has 
- already determined for them.what their likes and dislikes . ,
should beo :The French poet 9 Apollinaire5 and early spokesman , 
and champion of the Cubists said: i ; : '

Thus? those who mock the new painters are 
actually laughing at their own features? for 
people in the future will portray the men of to
day to be as they are represented in the most 

, aliver trhich is to say the newest art of our ' .
; 1 i:;ltime»5. - ■ . .1 :•
1. . One of the greatest difficulties in; the acceptance of'
modern painting seems to be due to the fact that it is often . 
so highly personal that its meaning is obscured0 It does - 
not follow*, however9 that this could be a valid reason for 
condeming modern paintingoPicassol in referring to the 
lack of understanding of Cubism s said i.

The fact that for a long time cubism has 
■ not been understood and that even, today, there, 
are people who cannot see anything in it? means 

ynothingo I do not read English3 and an English 
bpok is a blank book to meo' This does not mean 

y that the. English language does hot exists and
why should I blame anybody else■but myself if I : ''

' : cannot understand what I know"nothing about?®'
: ;V ;. . -part; of man’s social responsibility'is to understand y
the various artistic expressions of yhls age> It is '

5? Guillaume Apollinaire^ The Cubist Painters<»; T,p.« 15® ' 
6o Christ of er Grayq Cubist Aesthetic Theories, pp* 1.5̂  «■



necessary.that he have a cerebral reaction to his environment 
It is true that he maintains the right to sift and choose® 
but first he must, understand0 Too often a person says he 
does not like something #].en what he really means is that he 
:does: not :understand:lt e: - -h'' h '  ̂ h :

Much: of the art we have accumulated is not;of our time *̂ 
We can appreciate it as the expression of another generation5 
but we bought hot to'confuse it with the statements of our 
; present generation^ - : v - ;



METHOD OF PAINTING

All of the pictures in this series? but two9 are non- 
objective and 9 for purposes of making it easier to refer to 
the plates, have been assigned numbers in the order of their 
eonceptiono Although they are in some cases titled also they 
will be discussed by referring' to their numbers, rather;than 
to their titles«, All in the series are oil paint' on white 
duck canvas presized and stretched over standard stretcher 
frameso The paintings which have been chosen as being 
•representative in terms of this thesis were selected by my 
adviser5 Mr, Quinn, and myself from work done during the ;
preseht summer in. residenceo . •:

This project had beenNunder consideration for some time 
and I had been doing what research was possible prior to re
turning to the University and beginning the actual studye 
It has turned out that I selected the right approach for I 
began to feel myself rapidly coming to terms with my paint
ing and I went along« • '

Among the varied approaches to painting I choses in 
■Number One, to represent the more MhardM style with enclosed 
shapes and modulated values;in an attempt to control the 
. three-dimensiohal qualities of space» The agressive and 
regressive tensions of the composition are due, in part, to 
the handling of the background, or negative areas, as



positive shapes 0 The suggestion of overlapping planes and 
shapes is ancther contributing factore There is the feeling 
of predominantly cool colors accented by spots of warm color 
which'do not seem strong enough to maintain their warmth to 
any great degree because of the colors surrounding themo The 
somewhat labored aspects of this composition caused me, in 
later paintings, to reject the crisp style in favor of a 
looser, more subtle manner of applying paint0

Subsequent pictures were done in stages and sometimes 
two or three paintings were kept working at a time* After a 
conception of the basic idea was realized, an underpainting 
of the general shapes in their approximate color was applied 
and allowed to dry to the point that shadows, new values, 
further, reduction of basic shapes, and so on could be scumbled 
into the nearly dry underpainting Q At the final stage of 
development, accents, highlights, and linear elements desired 
to add more vibrato to the picture, were over the completely 
dry" second stageo In the final application, paint was for 
the most part shredded on to attempt to give the picture a 
luminous quality so that the observer might almost feel that 
he was 18looking into" the picture ,instead of merely looking 
at it0 I soon discovered that 1 was able to control space 
just as much in this latter manner of painting as I was in 
the first less emotional and crisper stylec Both brushes 
and painting knives of various shapes and sizes were 
utilized in these paintings of the second style* There also 
appears to be a gradual, lightening of the colors and values
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aceompanying a more light and airy, style- of composing c I de
cided that the "paint qualities'8 of the color.was an important 
factor to a successful overall feeling of the picture. This ' 
meant that, to avoid, mere display of technical virtuosity in 
.paintings a tasteful balance of the painterly quality and the 
conception of•the composition itself was most necessaryv 
Part of the joy of looking at non-objective pictures is un
doubtedly to be found in their physical qualities<, ;

Picture Number Two is one of two paintings7 having 
originally conceived as non-bbjectlve but which ? as they -i 
progresseds assumed some element of reality and so were . i;.
carried to a logical eohclusiono This paintingas does Num
ber One s conveys an allover cool feeling0 The enclosed 
areas .in the background are well integrated in terms ;of tones 
and juxtaposition of shapes2 and- work well with the positive 
forms of the shields« The shields are contained within the 
structure of the composition: by means of transparent veils . 
and extensions of the background shapes? and by the planes ' 
at the bottom which suggest a footing for them. .The paint- • ; 
ing ? though still in- a semi-crisp manner of execution9 does 
show the trend to IpOser and more dynami c composition 0 It " ; 
has more real texture instead of imitated texture5 and there 
is a greater variety of these textureso : ;
; In Number Three ? we see the definite sighs of transi
tion to the style of cpmposition which is more desirable to '.

; V • 7o Compositions Number Two s and S e v e n ; y - i .1 V.'ydy. t
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meo. This pictures thens represents the pivot of the series0 
It has more subtle relationships in both tones and textures 
and there is less enclosure of the shapes. There is a 
dynamic tension which is parallel to? rather than penetra
tive of. the picture plane. Tensions are also established 
by use of textures in the background and in the positive 
shapes. The picture is essentially monochromatic with the 
variations expressed in delicate value differences and edges 
created by skeletonal black lines. - Some of the yellow areas 
are warm and so&e cold5 thus there is relief from the feel
ing of too much pure yellow. The red shapes, and the 
neutral one in the upper left corner area which forms a 
right angle parallel"to the top and side dimensions^ act as 
pictorial anchors to better contain the tensions of the yel
low area.

There is a return, in Humber Four, to more definite 
shapes with the retention of some of the color and value 
characteristics of •Composition Humber Three. More textural 
qualities have been achieved by'shredding paint over dry 
areas and by scratching other areas with: the edge of a 
palette knife. The whole effect is one of more warmth than 
appears in the three previous pictures. Edges of the shapes 
are also more intensified, by heavy broken lines and the use 
Of greater value contrasts. There is a consciousness of a 
more restful quality in this" painting than in some of the 
others.

I feel that T achieved§ in Composition Humber Five, a



. • ,  ; 
feeling of raw power through the use of strong contrasting 
forms and angles comMned with intense color0 A pattern of; 
spot .lighting serves as a relief to the large low keyed 
areas and.enhanses-the; somewhat dramatic effect» ' There is 
a hit of the scumbling technique used all over the canvas,, 
resulting in the illusion of a third-dimensional effect 
which has been controlled by using a warm yellow hue to 
bring the background forward enough to be in relationship 
with the positive shapes in the composition^ The picture 
also has certain characteristics that give it a stained 
glass effect9 or as if it were lighted from the interior * 

lumber Six is the most complicated composition of the 
group and appears to have the greatest movement within| 
probably due to the network of directional linesc Some of 
the lines are parallel to the frontal plane and some origi
nate within the painting» Centrifical motion is also sug
gested between the outside dimensions on the front plane§ 
by the blue free shaped form or enclosure0 In this picture., 
too? the broken color accentuates -the motion as well as 
gives it a luminous quality0 -

The subject of lumber Seven was meant to have no special 
symbolic interpretation =, rather 9 it just grew from- an image5 
like the others5 to a point where the shape of the bird be
came a desirable thing« Much of the technique developed 
before is utilized0 If there is a surrealist quality about 
it9 it will come from the observer and the impression it 
makes on him rather than from the artist9 who had no



surrealist intento The paint9 for the most part; has heen 
:: applied with, a: paihting knife in diagonal strokes and is more 
regular in appearance = p - ; y ; : V ■" y ^
: : The final example9 Number Eight, has many of the same- r

: qualities that are found: in Humber Six0 The scumbling and 
shredding technique has: been carried farther in these two ■ 
than in any of the other eight in the serie s« In Humber 
. Eight 5 I purposely. Used mbre subdued color and . applied white 
paint only as accents to the composition0' The subdued color 
and dark values still convey the luminous, inwardly lighted 
atmosphere I desired to achieve0 For me. the painting has ; 
an implied air Of realism in that it suggests forms of a ; . 
city and it is? therefore; one.of three which have, been
t m e a U  : V  v h y l p i v .  U

The discussion of the paintings has been primarily in' 
terms of painting technique0 A: similar type of palnt appII- . 
cation was 'employed in all but Number One0 The results-vary 
to some extent? but not enough to destroy the'over-all 
. uniformity’of the eerless'with the exception of the first .. ' 
picture= The first picture is -important to the project be
cause- it is characteristic of a manner of paihting used up 
-until the inception of the present projects  ̂The remainder - 
all .represent the "development in style which has occurred 
in carrying through this study0 : : ; -



C0HCLUS101

The project5 as has been defined, was to' produce paint
ings entirely from imagination, working with the elements of 
pictorial eomposition0 I wanted to explore some of the 
qualities of paint and of non-realistic forms and colors6 
My desire was to compose pictures3 on these terms, which 
might point a new way for me to procede and, last but cer
tainly an important end, to provide means for an emotional 
response and a source of delight for the observer of the 
pictures considered in the studyo.

The project, as was indicated in Chapter Two, was 
modified to some extent because of the appearance of two 
paintings which, strictly speaking, are-not non-objective6 
I do not feel that this in any, way destroys the thesis0 
The pictures, Two and Seven, happened to result in a sub
jective type ,of realism and it is far more sound to modify 
the thesis to fit the paintings than to force oneself to 
fit the paintings into the preconceived plan0 They remain 
within the framework of the style physically and therefore 
are worthy of consideration in this thesis0 My aim, in the 
series, was to do creative painting| and creative art de
mands that the artist be subjective, or introspective, to 
be able to set down on the canvas what exists in his mind0 
The subjective manner of painting allows the painter to be



.selective.of the things that'exist in the state of his mind..
: andas the painting, progresses ? he is free to acknowledge 
changes in that state of mind that force certain developments 
■ in his/ picture. to its betterment.. In subjective painting 
there is a two-way communication between the artist and his - 
pictnrea The picture tells him things as it .progresses and. 
he responds by using; or rejecting them. But the subjective 
painter is always the master of the canvas because the idea 
of it originated with him. :In Objective picture-making 
nature is the master and the painter the slave to.her^ the 
process being through the eye to the hands by-passing the

. Specifically, the project manifests gains in two areasi 
Method of‘applying paint and method of composing and relating 
shapes, and: areasi : :  ̂ f-V - :/ v . ' . -'I

:: 1 learned a great deal about new"ways of putting on- p
paint and several new and varied results Were obtainedp I •;
wanted to get illumlhated forms and, to. a great extent, my :
use of the wet-bn dry (or the shredding) . technique was;' sue- 1 
:cessfuio'" The series represents a new technique ior me- and 
can be applied positively.in the future. . The project-re
quired the combination of instinct ahd intellect Which 
sharpens the artistic sensitivity, a phenomenon that all ■ p 
artists should covet from time to time. I. had been working 
:with non-repre s entational forms for two or three years 
prior to the inception of this .project, but,, in reflecting . ’
ob the resultso I: find that I was using a technique and
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achieving results more reminiscent of an alien style of art0
In the application of paint«, I developed a more personal 

method than I have ever used before to achieve my results®
The shredding method is essentially responsible for the 
nebulous and mysterious quality in the pictures0 It helps 
to set an intimate mood in the picture and enhances the 
plasticity of the shapes® It creates a harmony for the 
theme o . 1 expect that ..some of these same paint qualities 
will be useful? should I return to more representational 
palntingo Good realism must be subjective and the quality 
of the mood iss therefore; indispensible there also0 The 
painterly attributes are part and parcel of the so-called % 
personal style of the artistQ ;

The nature of the project required that forms be built 
•architecturally into a picture0 This demanded that all the 
elements of composing be placed in delicate balance =, I 
found; while painting, that one incorrectly placed element 
cancelled out the relationships established between the 
other elements in the painting0 Constant re-adjustment was 
necessary to get the feeling for the whole0 It has been 
pointed out that the artist must be concerned with pic- 

' torial architecture 3 no matter what style of painting he 
does<>9 It9 in the final analysis$ determines whether the 
painting is a success or a failure® The Moderns hold certain 
artists in history in high regard as being essentially

9o gee the section? Statement of the Project0
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^modern painters** by reason of their ability to compose 
plasticallyo Glorgloni$ Rembrandt5 Poussin? Cezanne, and 
others in the past are just as "modern" in the concept of 
their painting as are our great contemporaries because of 
their regard for the plastic unity of their paintings 0 The 
term "Modern Art" is, in many respects., an unfortunate one, 
since there is really no such thing as. Modern Art —  .only 
"good" or "bad" arta The term has become a convenient 
label for art of the Twentieth Century, but it can be applied 
to all art produced since the beginning of time which has 
held pictorial architecture as- the most important element 
in the production of arto There have been a lot of wonder= 
ful pictures painted in the world that could have been much 
better through a little more conscious effort to better 
organize them compositionailyo

My net gain from this study is partially technical| but 
assuming that a person has an artistic, or even a creative 
bent, he cannot hope to be successful in the pursuit of the 
expression of this bent without the knowledge of the techni
cal means to express it = Furthermore, he cannot hope to be 
able to express himself unless he becomes an observer of 
nature and his environment and contemplates the effect of 
his observations upon himself„ This does not demand that 
an artist necessarily ought to be a commentator on life but 
that he should extract from his experiences, and from the 
temper of his times, the things which are of use to him in 
the creation of his art.
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Composition # 1
( 24" X 14")

Composition # 3 
(18" X 14")

Composition # 2 
(16" X 36") 

Watusi warshields

Composition # 4 
(26" X 14")



Composition # 5 Composition #6
(18" X 30") (18" X 24")

Composition # 8 (30" X 16")
The Suggestion of the 

Old City

Note: Composition # 7, because of the heavy impasto
of white paint and the varnished surface, did 
not reproduce adequately for inclusion.


